
Indigenous World 

 

Animal World                                                        Ben Houstie 

 
Aboriginal animal world. 

  

Everybody Needs a Rock                                                    Byrd Baylor 

 
Everybody needs a rock -- at least that's the way this particular rock hound feels 
about it in presenting her own highly individualistic rules for finding just the right 
rock for you. 

 

Ruler of the Forest          (English and Hulqumimum) 

 
Why Raccoon wears a mask. 
 
Read in English or Hulqumimum.  
    
http://abed.sd79.bc.ca/rtf/rtf.html   Webpage of Hulqumimum reading  

 

Sharing Our World                                                                        
 
Respecting animals and their habitat as taught by our elders, allows us to connect 
as co-inhabitants of the forests, oceans and our entire plant. 

 Vision Quest (2 books - French & English)                       Diane Silvey 

 
A full colour story book that teaches respect for others. The paintings were done 
by Joe Silvey (Salish). The book deals with name calling, initially showing the 
main character, Little Bear, as selfish and inconsiderate of others feelings. The 
book is a modern First Nations legend applying the traditional method of using 
stories as a teaching tool. Little Bear learns to value the traditions of his ancestors 
and through the daily ritual of cleansing himself becomes in tune with nature. 

 

Where is Mouse Woman?  A Haida Journey                  Gryn White 

Items:  Teacher’s Resource Guide to Accompany Little Bear’s Vision Quest 
            Two container of rocks                 Indigenous Canoe with 4 animal figures 
            9 fern branches                            Large piece of burlap 
            10 small hand carved paddles     Eagle Feathers             One Talking Feather 
            Burlap bag with Medium Stacking Stone Cave(5 colours), Medium Stacking Fire(5colours), 
            Burlap bag with Medium Stacking Water Waves(6 colours), Medium Stacking Rainbow(4 colours) 

 

 

The books and resources in this bin belong to Early Literacy, Learning Services.  They 

are loaned for classroom use only.  Please remember to return all items in good condition 

to Learning Services.  Any items missing will be replaced and billed to the school          

directly. 
 

http://abed.sd79.bc.ca/rtf/rtf.html

